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GM CANOLA MARKET REPORT
LOCAL MARKETS
Rainfall remains the #1 focus for the Australian market at the moment. The last couple of weeks have seen
some of the drier areas receive some light rainfall and keep things going but large concern remains across the
northern and central WA canola crops and parts of Central and Western NSW. The Eyre Peninsula received
some welcome rain during the period but with crops star(ng from a long way back we need to see favourable
weather over the next month to keep things moving forward.
WA: S(ll a tale of two areas, the north and south. South remain excellent, north not so. We have
reduced our produc(on forecast to 1.5mmt vs. 1.6mmt last report and 2.1mmt last year. Bias s(ll remains
to the downside unless we can get 25mm of stabilizing rain in the coming weeks. Prices remain similar to
last report @ $555 for Non-GM but we have seen a $20 move up and down in the interim.
NSW/VIC: Condi(ons have stabilized in most areas, although Central NSW con(nues to be a concern and
Southern NSW moisture levels are not deep. Non-GM prices remain $530-535 port, ﬁrmer in NSW. Also oﬀ
$20 from the highs with the ﬁrmer AUD and so9er Canadian market. August is always a cri(cal month and
with subsoil limited in many areas we will need to start seeing some forecasts build up to give some
comfort that we can get through the inevitable warmer weather in September.

GLOBAL MARKETS
It has been a vola(le old period in the global market
space. The 10-11th of July highs had seen $60 put on
the Canadian futures over a three week period, only
to see us give up $30 of that since. A similar story in
Soybeans has seen a 120c rally turn into a 30c fall.
The Canadian market taking it a bit hard because we
have also seen the USD index get trampled in the past
week, this means strong AUD and CAD which weighs
on local currency commodity prices. The AUD has
rallied from nearly 5c in the past 6 weeks, most of
which coming last week on the back of US economic
concerns and the minutes of the most recent RBA
mee(ng.
Weather con(nues to be the biggest factor in North
America. Good rain was received in Canada that has
helped stabilize condi(ons there, whilst in the US the
heat ridge that was developing in the longer-term
forecast seems to be less likely. The fund posi(ons
that were aggressively short in the bean bit have been
reduced, taking away this overarching trigger for a
short-covering rally that the funds are so good at
ge<ng themselves tangled up in.
Ukrainian harvest has started and yields are slightly
below expecta(ons and we might see 5% trimmed oﬀ
crop es(mates there. In Europe things remain stable
for now as we get close to seeing some serous harvest
pace. The order ﬂow is likely to see a pick up in EU/
Black Sea farmer selling, the Aussie and Canadian
counterparts will all be about how much rain we
receive in the next two weeks.

CASE STUDY— Volatility
When markets are vola le like they are at the
moment, should I be nervous or should I be taking
advantage somehow?
For many traders and risk managers, vola(lity is a
great thing. It arises from the changes in condi(ons
and diverging opinions from market par(cipants. It
thrives on key human market psychology which sees
us exit a period of despondency, see some hope, feel
some relief, then we start ge<ng op(mis(c and
before we know it we are excited and greedy. Time
goes by and we then look back at higher prices and
start to get anxious, we deny the market is moving
away from us before we then become increasingly
fearful of what the price will do next and then panic
and capitula(on sets in and the game is over.
World consumers have (ghter inventory levels
(governments aside), there is less government
inﬂuence in todays markets but more investor
specula(on, so we will see vola(lity stay. To use it as
an advantage and not let the nerves add to the
already crowded psych chart we need a plan. Take
stock in vola(le (mes and (ck oﬀ your predetermined decision tree; 1) Am I making money, 2)
what is my objec(ve produc(on, 3) Proceed.
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